CASE NOTE

THERE’S A TV APP FOR THAT: PUTTING THE “NEUTRAL” BACK IN NET NEUTRALITY FOR THE APP-BASED TELEVISION FUTURE

LINDSAY FRITCHMAN

INTRODUCTION

In 2013, Netflix became the first non-TV network to win an Emmy.¹ Did this event signal the beginning of the end for the traditional cable television experience and the classic television networks? In an age of consumer cord-cutting, where streaming video accounts for fifty percent of peak Internet traffic² and viewers want to choose which show they watch instead of which channel, the future of television is likely to come in the form of apps.³

¹ Technology Editor, Volume 163, University of Pennsylvania Law Review, J.D. Candidate, 2015, University of Pennsylvania Law School; M.B.A. Candidate, 2015, The Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania; B.A., 2010, Northwestern University. I am grateful to Professor Christopher Yoo for his insights and guidance and the University of Pennsylvania Law Review Online’s team for their hard work and thoughtfulness. Many thanks to my family and Jeff for their love and support.

² See Colin Daileda, Report: Netflix and YouTube Account for Half of Internet’s Traffic, MASHABLE (Nov. 12, 2013), http://mashable.com/2013/11/12/internet-traffic-downstream/, archived at http://perma.cc/7XNT-X9KK (describing a study finding that Netflix and YouTube account for 31.62% and 18.62% of peak Internet traffic, respectively, and that BitTorrent (4.06%), iTunes (3.27%), Amazon (1.66%), and Hulu (1.39%) also account for a large percentage of web traffic); see also Amol Sharma, Netflix, YouTube Could Feel Effects of ‘Open Internet’ Ruling, WALL ST. J. (Jan. 14, 2014), http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB100014240527023046497045795200983864581364, archived at http://perma.cc/KF7K-FDAC (referring to Netflix and YouTube, which account for 32.6% and 19% of peak Internet streaming, respectively).

³ “App” is short for “application software,” popularized by modern smartphones.
Instead of a cable box, TVs would be plugged directly into an Internet connection. Instead of tuning into live channels, a TV’s main interface would be a wide selection of apps. Consumers could select the Netflix app and choose from its range of TV shows and movies, or select the NBC app to access any content from that network.4

This exciting future comes at the height of the debate over “net neutrality.” The phrase “net neutrality” refers to the general principle of equal treatment for all Internet content, or, as one oft-cited definition phrases it: “all like Internet content must be treated alike and move at the same speed over the network.”6 However, a number of disparate ideas fall under the net neutrality umbrella, and these ideas have very different economic implications for consumers and providers. This Case Note argues that some of the principles of net neutrality should be enforced, while others are more likely to hinder innovation and economic growth. I begin by differentiating the separate concepts of net neutrality.

The bedrock net neutrality proposal is “anti-blocking,” which prevents Internet Service Providers (“ISPs”)7 from entirely barring consumer access to certain Internet sites.8 This proposal would, for example, prevent AT&T, which provides both Internet and phone service, from disabling its customers’

---

4 This Case Note envisions the app-based TV future, similar to the current “smart TVs” featuring apps, see infra Part II, as a combination of Roku and Comcast’s Xfinity On Demand, except without any traditional linear programming. When a user turns on the app-based TV, the user would only interact with an app interface; there would be no live TV channels.

5 “Net neutrality” is also known as either “network neutrality” or “Internet neutrality.”

6 Lawrence Lessig & Robert W. McChesney, No Tolls on the Internet, WASH. POST (June 8, 2006), http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/06/07/AR2006060702108.html, archived at http://perma.cc/MXW9-VG6S; see, e.g., Alexander Reicher, Redefining Net Neutrality After Comcast v. FCC, 26 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 723, 734 (2011) (explaining that net neutrality can be used to refer to the theoretical principle, the legal framework, or the technical mechanisms for treating content equally); Christopher S. Yoo, Network Neutrality, Consumers, and Innovation, 2008 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 159, 180–81 (2008) (explaining that proponents of net neutrality have diverse concerns, with some concerned about cable providers charging more to end users and others concerned about providers charging more to content creators).

7 “ISP” refers to companies that provide Internet access to consumers, whether cable, fiber-optic, or wireless, including Comcast, Verizon FiOS, AT&T U-verse, Time Warner Cable, Charter Communications, and Google Fiber.

8 See Jonathan E. Nuechterlein, Antitrust Oversight of an Antitrust Dispute: An Institutional Perspective on the Net Neutrality Debate, 7 J. ON TELECOMM. & HIGH TECH. L. 19, 27 (2009) (defining anti-blocking as a way to “address[] efforts by [an ISP] to impede its subscribers’ access to particular Internet content or applications for reasons that a regulatory authority deems impermissible”).
access to Skype because Skype's Voice over Internet Protocol ("VoIP") service competes with AT&T's landline telephone service.9

Beyond anti-blocking, several different terms interchangeably refer to related concepts. This Case Note will use the term “anti-degrading” to refer to the concept of preventing providers from intentionally diminishing quality when transmitting “disfavored content.”10 Here, an analogous example would be AT&T diminishing the quality of the Skype conversations when users connect over AT&T's network.

Proposals against “tiering,” sometimes referred to as “anti-discrimination” proposals, come in two forms. “Access-tiering” refers to the practice of content creators or service providers, like Netflix, paying ISPs to ensure that their content is delivered more quickly or with higher quality than other content.11 “Consumer-tiering” refers to allowing consumers to pay different prices for different levels of Internet service—for instance, “more bandwidth or faster Internet service.”12

The debate over net neutrality has recently grown more fervent. In Verizon v. FCC,13 the D.C. Circuit cast the future of net neutrality into question by vacating the Federal Communication Commission’s (FCC) 2010 Open Internet Order on the grounds that the FCC had treated ISPs like common

---

9 See Tim Wu & Christopher S. Yoo, Keeping the Internet Neutral: Tim Wu and Christopher Yoo Debate, 59 FED. COMM. L.J. 575, 578 (2007) (statement of Tim Wu) (“If a product being offered over the network—say, Internet voice [for $5 a month—competes with an established revenue source (telephone service, offered at $30 a month), the temptation to block it is strong.”).

10 See Nuechterlein, supra note 8, at 26 (including the prevention of “degrading” of disfavored content as an aspect of the anti-blocking principle).

11 See Lessig & McChesney, supra note 6 (analogizing access-tiering to providers selling “access to the express lane to deep-pocketed corporations and relegating everyone else to the digital equivalent of a winding dirt road”).

12 Yoo, supra note 6, at 86. Some level of generic consumer tiering, based on faster speed alone, is already common and approved by the FCC. See Cecilia Kang, FCC Likely to Back Tiered Pricing, Analyst Say, WASH. POST (Sep. 28, 2010), http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/09/27/AR2010092706514.html?nav=emailpage, archived at http://perma.cc/RZ9Y-RCYF (“The Federal Communications Commission, which was once skeptical of tiered pricing, has signaled recently it would approve such price packages.”); see, e.g., The Right Internet Package for You, AT&T, https://www.att.com/shop/internet.html?tab=2 (last visited Apr. 4, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/P92E-2UGW (showing the various download speeds of AT&T’s different Internet service options). The FCC has also approved capped plans, where users pay for a limited amount of data per month, which are common among cell phone carriers but have yet to reach the broadband marketplace (though the original Internet connections of the 1990s AOL-era were almost exclusively capped plans). Cecilia Kang, FCC Chairman Supports Broadband Data Caps amid Netflix Protests, WASH. POST (May 22, 2012, 11:16 AM), http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/post-tech/post/fcc-chairman-supports-broadband-data-caps-amid-netflix-protests/2012/05/22/glQAfDN9hU_blog.html, archived at http://perma.cc/WA2R-2324.

13 740 F.3d 623 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
carriers. The FCC responded by adopting the 2015 Open Internet Order, which reclassified ISPs as common carriers and imposed a strict form of net neutrality. However, this Case Note argues that this strict version of net neutrality could result in the exact opposite of the outcome that the FCC seeks. Instead, a more nuanced version of net neutrality could better accomplish the Commission’s goals and provide better results for consumers.

Part I of this Case Note discusses the FCC’s attempt to promulgate net neutrality rules through the 2010 Open Internet Order, the D.C. Circuit case that vacated that order’s key provisions, and the FCC’s response in the 2015 Open Internet Order. Part II explains the future of app-based TV, analyzes the economic incentives of ISPs that predict an app-based TV future, and discusses how recent mergers and deals in the telecommunications industry affect that future. Part III suggests actions that regulators should and should not take to cultivate this app-based TV future while promoting the best experience for consumers.

I. THE FCC’S RULEMAKING

A. The 2010 Open Internet Order

In 2010, with the goal of “Preserving the Free and Open Internet,” the FCC promulgated the “Open Internet Order.” These rules gave the FCC a basis for regulatory authority over ISPs’ services and network management after Comcast Corp. v. FCC. The Open Internet Order’s purported goal was to “preserve the Internet as an open platform for innovation, investment, job creation, economic growth, competition, and free expression.” The Order adopted “three basic rules . . . grounded in broadly accepted Internet norms” of (1) “transparency,” (2) “no blocking,” and (3) “no unreasonable discrimination.”

---


16 See 600 F.3d 642, 661 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (holding that the FCC’s previous attempts to enforce net neutrality principles through ancillary jurisdiction under the Communications Act rather than by promulgating rules were flawed “[b]ecause the Commission has failed to tie its assertion of ancillary authority over Comcast’s Internet service to any ‘statutorily mandated responsibility’”) (citation omitted).


18 Id.
The transparency rule required, obviously, transparency. The rule demands "[e]ffective disclosure of . . . providers' network management practices and the performance and commercial terms of their services." This included disclosure of certain aspects of the providers' network practices (for example, congestion management practices), performance characteristics (for example, impact of specialized services), and commercial terms (for example, pricing).

The Order's anti-blocking rule encompassed anti-blocking, anti-degrading, and anti-access-tiering principles. The Order mandated that an ISP "shall not block" any lawful "traffic transmitted to or from end users of a broadband Internet access service." This rule also "entitle[d] end users to both connect and use any lawful device of their choice." This rule would have prevented, for example, Google Fiber from blocking mobile devices that support Apple's iOS operating system in an effort to encourage people to use Google Android devices instead. The rule also included the anti-degradation principle, as "the no-blocking rule bar[red] [ISPs] from impairing or degrading particular content . . . . [because] degrading traffic

19 Transparency is also referred to as "disclosure" and was the only one of the three rules to survive Verizon v. FCC. 740 F.3d 623, 659 (D.C. Cir. 2014) ("[A]lthough we reject Verizon's challenge to the Open Internet Order's disclosure rules, we vacate both the anti-discrimination and the anti-blocking rules.").
21 Id. at 17938-39 (listing congestion management, application-specific behavior, device attachment rules, and security as network practices that must be disclosed).
22 Id. at 17939 (requiring cable providers to disclose "what specialized services, if any, are offered to end users, and whether and how any specialized services may affect the last-mile capacity available for, and the performance of, broadband Internet access service").
23 Id. (requiring cable providers to disclose "monthly prices, usage-based fees, and fees for early termination or additional network services," as well as other related policies and practices).
24 Cf. supra notes 7-9 and accompanying text.
25 The Order makes it clear that providers may still block transmission of "unlawful material such as child pornography," or even use of devices harmful to the network. Preserving the Open Internet Broadband Indus. Practices, 25 FCC Rcd. at 17942-43.
26 Id. Interestingly, this rule had a caveat that allows for "reasonable network management." In an attempt to bring clarity to the definition for "reasonable network management," the Order states that a "practice is reasonable if it is appropriate and tailored to achieving a legitimate network management purpose," which includes "reducing or mitigating the effects of congestion on the network." Id. at 17952. This would seem to have left open the possibility for blocking based on bandwidth use, as feared by Netflix, even under the Order. Of course, thanks to Verizon v. FCC, the point is moot.
27 Id. at 17943.
can have the same effects as outright blocking. Finally, it encompassed the anti-access-tiering principle:

Some concerns have been expressed that [ISPs] may seek to charge edge providers simply for delivering traffic to . . . the [ISP's] end-user customers. To the extent that a content, application, or service provider could avoid being blocked only by paying a fee, charging such a fee would not be permissible under these rules.29

The third rule restricted “unreasonable discrimination.” This rule primarily listed practices that are not unreasonable discrimination, including consumer-tiering and “[d]ifferential treatment of traffic that does not discriminate among specific uses of the network.”30 The Order specified that the Commission “would be concerned about”

28 Id. (emphasis added). The Commission goes on to say that “in some circumstances the distinction between blocking and degrading (such as by delaying) traffic is merely ‘semantic.’” Id. The distinction remains important, especially if the future policy is to allow for access-tiering, as those who would choose to not pay for greater quality may argue that their content is being “degraded,” even if not blocked. Of course, if the content is degraded so severely to the point that it is unusable, the Commission’s “semantic” argument is on point.

29 Id. at 17943–44. Again, while it was unimportant for the FCC to differentiate between the blocking and access-tiering in the 2010 Open Internet Order because it was attempting to prevent both, in this Case Note it is important to distinguish the two, because this Case Note argues that access-tiering, but not blocking, may be justified. Some forms of access-tiering can have the same effect as blocking, while others cannot. Access-tiering that allows ISPs to charge some edge providers for exceptionally fast service while still providing non-paying or lower paying edge providers with acceptable speeds would not have the same effect as blocking.

Further, the Order clarified in a footnote that the FCC did not intend “to affect existing arrangements for network interconnection, including existing paid peering arrangements.” Id. at 17944 n.209. Paid peering is the practice of edge providers connecting directly to ISPs’ networks instead of through third-party backbone providers. Gautham Nagesh, Netflix Chief Says Broadband Providers Should Interconnect for Free; Rules Needed to Ensure Providers Can’t Keep Charging Netflix a Fee to Connect, WALL ST. J. ONLINE (Mar. 20, 2014), http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB1000142405274875610457944574398966737987, archived at http://perma.cc/64HV-FKJ7. Backbone providers were an essential part of the original structure of the Internet: they served as middlemen between the edge providers’ ISPs and the end users’ ISPs. For an in-depth explanation of backbone providers and paid peering, see Timothy B. Lee, Comcast’s Deal with Netflix Makes Network Neutrality Obsolete, WASH. POST (Feb. 23, 2014), http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-switch/wp/2014/02/23/comcast-deal-with-netflix-makes-network-neutrality-obsolete/, archived at http://perma.cc/Z4JN-HNCF. This caveat remains important for the Comcast-Netflix connection deal, see infra subsection II.A.1, because despite the Verizon v. FCC decision, Comcast remains bound to the Open Internet Order as one of the conditions of its merger with NBCUniversal. Ryan Knutson, How a Court Just Changed the Way the Internet Will Be Paid for, WALL ST. J. ONLINE (Jan. 14, 2014, 12:36 PM), http://blogs.wsj.com/corporate-intelligence/2014/01/14/how-a-court-just-changed-the-way-the-internet-will-be-paid-for/, archived at http://perma.cc/3YWY-TLLS.

30 Preserving the Open Internet Broadband Indus. Practices, 25 FCC Rcl. at 17945.
discrimination that harms an actual or potential competitor to the [ISP] (such as by degrading VoIP applications or services when the [ISP] offers telephone service), that harms end users (such as by inhibiting end users from accessing the content, applications, services, or devices of their choice), or that impairs free expression (such as by slowing traffic from a particular blog because the [ISP] disagrees with the blogger's message).\textsuperscript{31}

Another “significant cause for concern” would be “a commercial arrangement between a[n] [ISP] and a third party to directly or indirectly favor some traffic over other traffic . . . (i.e., ‘pay for priority’).”\textsuperscript{32} The Order also expressly disclaimed the idea that it was banning “only ‘anticompetitive’ discrimination yielding ‘substantial consumer harm.’”\textsuperscript{33}

B. The Impact of Verizon v. FCC

The original 2010 Open Internet Order laid out the FCC’s vision for net neutrality, but was promptly struck down by the D.C. Circuit. Of the three rules, only the transparency rule survived \textit{Verizon v. FCC}.\textsuperscript{34} In fact, some of the net neutrality’s proponents referred to \textit{Verizon v. FCC} as the death of net neutrality.\textsuperscript{35} The D.C. Circuit undertook a legal analysis of the Order based on whether or not the FCC was treating ISPs as common carriers. Within that discussion, the court also dissected the evidence regarding the economic impact of the Order and whether it would help or hurt innovation in the ISP market.

1. The Legal Analysis of the Order and the Common Carrier Question

After recalling the history of net neutrality regulations,\textsuperscript{36} the D.C. Circuit explained why the Order must be vacated. The FCC had previously

\textsuperscript{31} Id. at 17946 (citations omitted).

\textsuperscript{32} Id. at 17947.

\textsuperscript{33} Id. at 17949. This language seems to parallel antitrust law and could be employed in future broadband regulations.

\textsuperscript{34} 740 F.3d 623, 659 (D.C. Cir. 2014).


\textsuperscript{36} See \textit{Verizon v. FCC}, 740 F.3d at 628 (“For the second time in four years, we are confronted with a[n] [FCC] effort to compel [ISPs] to treat all Internet traffic the same regardless of source—or to require, as it is popularly known, ‘net neutrality.’”).
confronted the question of whether to classify ISPs as common carriers, and had decided against. The D.C. Circuit thus found that the Order improperly regulated ISPs as common carriers.

In the opinion, Judge Tatel aptly summarized the impetus for the Order:

Proponents of net neutrality—or, to use the Commission’s preferred term, “Internet openness”—worry about the relationship between [ISPs] and edge providers. They fear that [ISPs] might prevent their end-user subscribers from accessing certain edge providers altogether, or might degrade the quality of their end-user subscribers’ access to certain edge providers, either as a means of favoring their own competing content or services or to enable them to collect fees from certain edge providers.

While common carriers originated as literal carriers delivering packages, more recent debates have asked whether communication providers qualify as common carriers. Telephone providers were classified as common carriers soon after their emergence, and the debate over the status of Internet providers began almost immediately after their formation. In the early 2000s, the Internet providers’ preexisting classifications were simplified, and the Supreme Court affirmed this change in National Cable & Telecommunications Ass’n v. Brand X Internet Services, and thus ISPs were not considered common carriers.

Before undertaking its analysis in Verizon v. FCC, the D.C. Circuit noted that it did not endeavor to decide the policy future of net neutrality, but only to address the case presented: whether or not the FCC had the regulatory authority to promulgate the 2010 Open Internet Order and regulate ISPs as planned. The D.C. Circuit found that section 706 of the 1996

---

37 Id.
38 Id.
39 Id. at 629.
41 Verizon v. FCC, 740 F.3d at 629-32.
42 For a discussion of the common carrier differentiation between basic and enhanced services in the early days of the Internet, when telephone companies were acting as both entities, see id. at 629-31.
44 Verizon v. FCC, 740 F.3d at 629-32. This exemption from common carrier classification was extended to other kinds of Internet providers, such as DSL and wireless, over time. See id. at 631.
45 See id. at 634-35 (“[W]e think it important to emphasize that although the question of net neutrality implicates serious policy questions, . . . our inquiry here is relatively limited. . . . [O]ur task as a reviewing court is not to assess the wisdom of the Open Internet Order
Telecommunications Act did furnish the Commission with the authority to adopt the Order and allowed the Commission to “regulat[e] how [ISPs] treat edge providers.” However, the Commission could not regulate in a way that “contravenes any specific prohibition contained in the Communications Act,” which the D.C. Circuit found that the Order did: “[w]e think it obvious that the Commission would violate the Communications Act were it to regulate [ISPs] as common carriers.”

The court found that the “anti-discrimination obligation imposed on fixed [ISPs] has ‘relegated [those providers], pro tanto, to common carrier status,’” and because “[the Commission] makes no distinction at all between the anti-discrimination and anti-blocking rules,” the court could not rely on arguments the Commission did not advance to separate them. Verizon did not argue, and the court did not find, that the transparency rule imposed per se common carrier status.

The court found that the transparency rule was severable from the rest of the Order, so the court vacated the anti-blocking and anti-discrimination rules of the Order but left the transparency rule intact. In other words, the court found that because the FCC had expressly exempted ISPs from common carrier status, it could not in effect regulate ISPs as if they were common carriers through the anti-blocking and anti-discrimination rules.

---

46 See id. at 637, 649 (emphasizing on Chevron analysis, and finding that the FCC’s new, post-Comcast interpretation of § 706 was a “reasonable interpretation of an ambiguous statute”).
47 Id. at 649–50. The court continued by explaining that “[g]iven the Commission’s still-binding decision to classify ISPs not as providers of ‘telecommunications services’ but instead as providers of ‘information services,’ . . . such treatment would run afoul of section 153(41) [of the Telecommunications Act]: ‘A telecommunications carrier shall be treated as a common carrier under this [Act] only to the extent that it is engaged in providing telecommunications services.’” Id. at 650 (citations omitted).
48 Id. at 655 (quoting FCC v. Midwest Video Corp. (Midwest Video II), 440 U.S. 689, 700–01 (1979)).
49 Id. at 658.
50 The Verizon case refers to the transparency rule as the disclosure rule, see id. at 659.
51 See id. (“At oral argument, Commission counsel explained that the rules function separately, and we are satisfied that the Commission would have adopted the disclosure rules absent the rules we now vacate, which, we agree, operate independently.” (citation omitted)).
52 Id.
2. The Analysis of the Economic Evidence for Innovation

Notably, the court rejected Verizon’s argument that the Order was flawed because it would “necessarily have the opposite of [the Order’s] intended effect because [it] will ‘harm innovation and deter investment by increasing costs, foreclosing potential revenue streams, and restricting providers’ ability to meet consumers’ evolving needs.’”53 The court found that while Verizon did proffer evidence that the Order could harm innovation, the record also contained evidence supporting the Commission’s conclusion that the benefits of the Order outweighed the costs.54 Thus, the evidence alone could not “settle [the] regulatory issue” and the agency’s judgment deserved deference.55

In support of its view, Verizon argued the Order and its “new limitations on business models [ISPs] may employ” would create “diminished incentives for broadband infrastructure investment.”56 Verizon also pointed to the fact that two of the FCC commissioners disowned the Order because they believed it to be “counterproductive.”57

Neither Verizon’s brief nor the Open Internet Order focus on economic arguments. The Order suggests that operators may face “incentives to reduce the current openness of the Internet,” but fails to examine these possible incentives.58 Verizon’s brief argues that the Order “contradicts itself” by finding that despite these incentives, “[ISPs] today generally provide subscribers access to all lawful content and have strong economic incentives to continue to do so.”59

Despite Verizon’s discussion of the FCC’s failure to analyze the economic impacts fully, Verizon provided little of its own economic analysis. Verizon’s Brief argued that “the rules will harm innovation and deter investment by increasing costs, foreclosing potential revenue streams, and

53 Id. at 649.
54 Id. (describing the record as containing evidence that “[b]y comparison to the benefits of [its] prophylactic measures, the costs associated with the open Internet rules . . . are likely small” (internal quotation marks and citations omitted)).
55 Id. (explaining that the Commission offered a rational connection between the evidence and its policy choice, and that “Verizon ha[d] given [the court] no persuasive reason to question that judgment”).
56 Id.
57 Id.
58 Joint Brief for Verizon and MetroPCS at 51, Verizon v. FCC, 740 F.3d 623 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (No. 11-1355) (pointing out that while the FCC’s “repeated fallback is that network operators have incentives to act badly,” the FCC did not provide any further support for what incentives operators face (internal quotation marks and citations omitted)).
59 Id. (internal citation omitted).
restricting providers’ ability to meet consumers’ evolving needs,” and pointed to the fact that “[e]ven the Justice Department and Federal Trade Commission cautioned that broadband regulation could ‘still[e] the infrastructure investments needed to expand broadband access.”

The absence of thorough economic analysis on both sides was not fatal to either party. However, Judge Silberman, in his dissent, argued that the entire Order should be vacated for lacking a factual basis for the hypothesized economic incentives. The Commission gave only four specific examples of ISPs limiting Internet openness, accompanied by a list of possible actions that ISPs “may” have the incentive to take.

The Commission further provided no finding that ISPs possessed market power. Without market power, ISPs are unable to sustainably take steps that limit internet openness. If a provider’s consumers found that Netflix was too slow for their enjoyment, they could switch to another provider. If ISPs do not have market power in any particular market, regulation is less necessary, because the market will restrict ISPs’ ability and incentives to block or discriminate between edge providers. Under the transparency rule, consumers could easily identify their ISPs’ departures from net neutrality and could switch if a provider impinged on their enjoyment of an edge providers’ services. Fears of collective ISP blocking-actions implicate

---

60 Id. at 51-52 (internal quotation marks and citations omitted).
61 But see Verizon v. FCC, 740 F.3d at 665 (Silberman, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (“My view, then, is that the Commission’s failure to conduct a market power analysis is fatal to its attempt to regulate, because it means that there is inadequate evidence to support the lynchpin of the Commission’s economic theory.”).
62 See id. at 662 (“Verizon alternatively argue [sic] that . . . the regulation is arbitrary and capricious because its findings—such as they are—lack substantial evidence. I agree.”).
63 Id. at 648 (majority opinion).
64 Id. at 663 (Silberman, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (“[T]he majority correctly observes that we should defer . . . , but deference to such a judgment must be based on some logic and evidence, not sheer speculation. That a party ‘may’ do something is hardly a finding . . . .”)
65 Id. (“[The FCC’s theory] rests . . . on a false factual premise—that the evidence supports a finding that [ISPs] across the board, in all markets, enjoy sufficient economic clout to take [blocking or discriminatory] actions.”).
66 Market power depends on the particular market and the availability of alternatives within that particular market. See id. at 665 (noting that a finding of market power “would, of course, have to be made market to market”). Precedent exists for consumers abandoning a cable provider for service interruptions. During a 2013 Time Warner Cable blackout of CBS caused by a retransmission fee dispute, Time Warner Cable lost 306,000 customers. An industry analyst estimated that 100,000 to 150,000 of those customers left due to the blackout. Julianne Pepitone, Time Warner Cable Lost 306,000 Subscribers Amid CBS Blackout, CMMoney (Oct. 31, 2013), http://money.cnn.com/2013/10/31/technology/time-warner-cable-cbs/; archived at http://perma.cc/3L7K-JsT3.
traditional antitrust law, not new regulations. Thus, the ex ante, blanket regulatory provisions of the Order are less necessary where ISPs do not have market power.

C. The 2015 Open Internet Order

Still determined to establish a net neutrality policy, in 2015, the FCC voted to adopt a new set of rules to “[p]rotect an Open Internet,” the “2015 Open Internet Order.” In response to the D.C. Circuit’s finding in

Verizon v. FCC, the FCC reclassified ISPs as telecommunications services under Title II. Reclassification allows the FCC to regulate ISPs as common carriers under § 706 of the Telecommunications Act. After alleviating the D.C. Circuit’s concerns from Verizon v. FCC, the FCC announced three “[b]right [l]ine [r]ules” of no blocking, no degrading (referred to as “[n]o [t]hrottling”), and “[n]o [p]aid [p]rioritization.”

The anti-blocking and anti-degrading rules seem to replicate the rejected provisions of the 2010 Order. The “[n]o [p]aid [p]rioritization” rule prevents the creation of “fast lanes,” paid arrangements for faster service between content creators or service providers and the ISPs.

The FCC correctly separated its bar against fast lanes from its increased scrutiny of “interconnection,” or paid peering agreements, like the Comcast–Netflix and Verizon–Netflix deals of 2014. The 2015 Order prevents ISPs from charging content creators for faster transmission, but it does not prohibit paid peering, by which content creators can pay to link directly to ISPs and achieve faster transmissions without running afoul of the prohibition against paid prioritization. While the Order does give the FCC “[n]ew [a]uthority” to address concerns of unreasonable interconnection

67 The FCC has not yet promulgated the final, detailed rule, but has issued a press release explaining the general provisions. See Press Release, supra note 14.
68 Id.
69 Id.
70 Id. This version of the Open Internet Order did not need to include a transparency rule because Verizon v. FCC let the 2010 Open Internet Order’s transparency rule stand.
71 The 2015 Order refers to this as the “[n]o [t]hrottling” rule. Id.
72 Id.
73 See discussion infra subsection II.A.1.
74 See discussion infra subsection II.A.1.
agreements,\textsuperscript{75} it also acknowledges that, for now, the FCC’s role should be to monitor these agreements rather than regulating them ex ante.\textsuperscript{76}

The FCC also expressed its intent to refrain from enforcing certain provisions of Title II when regulating the ISPs, to comply with Congress’s requirement that the FCC regulate in the public interest.\textsuperscript{77} The FCC has stated that it will forbear from applying rate regulation and state and local tax provisions.\textsuperscript{78} However, certain key Title II provisions that the FCC will apply include those prohibiting "unjust or unreasonable practices or discrimination" and providing for "investigation of consumer complaints."\textsuperscript{79}

II. THE APP-BASED FUTURE OF TV

The app-based future of TV may manifest in a variety of ways.\textsuperscript{80} It is possible that no large shift will occur—after all, most consumers still think of “TV” as the traditional linear channels with live programming. However, the rising popularity of “smart TVs” shows how imminent the app-based future may be.\textsuperscript{81} No matter the exact adoption rate it seems likely that a much greater volume of consumers will eventually treat Netflix or similar streaming video apps as a primary source of TV programming.

A large shift towards app-based TV could produce a—probably distant—future where TV is consumed entirely over the Internet. Instead of “live” programming, consumers would use a selection of TV-apps to select the episode they wish to watch at any given time.\textsuperscript{82} With each app accessible

\textsuperscript{75} See Press Release, supra note 14.
\textsuperscript{77} See Press Release, supra note 14.
\textsuperscript{78} Id.
\textsuperscript{79} Id.
\textsuperscript{80} This Part will examine the relationship between the FCC, antitrust regulation of ISPs, and the future of app-based TV. However, the need to avoid blanket ex ante regulations exists even if the future of TV takes a different path. With streaming video already accounting for 50% of peak Internet traffic, see supra note 2, the relationship between ISPs and video streaming sites should and has played a major role in the net neutrality debate.
\textsuperscript{81} See, e.g., 6 Best Smart TVs in the World, TECHRadar (Jan. 14, 2015), http://www.techradar.com/us/news/television/6-best-tv-platforms-in-the-world-today-1120955, archived at http://perma.cc/JDY2-8JEB (including images of TV set interfaces that are already beginning to incorporate this app-based TV experience, including one where YouTube and BBC appear to be equals).
\textsuperscript{82} Even standard TV channels are trying out this model. In 2015, at least one cable network plans to release episodes on-demand before the episodes air live. Nellie Andreeva, Esquire Is First Network to Debut Entire Series on Demand with "The Short Game", DEADLINE.COM (Dec. 16, 2014)
through the same interface over the same Internet connection, a viewer would find it equally easy to watch a show from Netflix as from NBC.

While in some ways the app-based future is already here—products like Apple TV already make Netflix accessible—as TV-apps are more broadly adopted the relevance of this app-based future will only grow. Key companies are already predicting, and relying on, increased adoption rates. In 2013, Netflix CEO Reed Hastings, spurred on by “blockbuster earnings,” announced his belief that “Internet TV will replace linear TV.”83 This view is supported by a recent forecast that “by 2020 nearly half of all video viewing will be happening outside of a legacy pay-TV service or a television set such as via an application dedicated to a specific video service.”84 Regardless of the timing or scope of the shift, eventually, streaming video may soon account for more than fifty percent of peak Internet traffic.

A. The Impact of Mergers and Deals

The economic incentives affecting ISPs vary, just as the incentives affecting edge providers vary. For an ISP, relevant economic factors include its size, the number of competitors in its market, and its relationships with edge providers. The first deal examined below is the Comcast–Netflix deal, where Comcast capitalized on its position as an ISP, but also demonstrated a market solution that could provide a better experience for video streaming viewers. Next, a number of telecommunication mergers are explored, including those between ISPs alone, and those between ISPs and content creators. With that background, it will be easier to understand the economic incentives that affect the net neutrality-related decisions of ISPs.
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1. The Comcast–Netflix and Verizon–Netflix Deals

With Netflix traffic creating 32% of web traffic and poised to grow, Netflix and Comcast predictably sought to find a solution in the open market. In early 2014, the two companies reached a deal where Netflix paid Comcast “to ensure its online videos are streamed smoothly.” Although this deal may have appeared to be an example of access-tiering at first, it is actually more nuanced and technical.

Instead of paying for its service to be delivered faster than other content, as the traditional anti-access-tiering principle imagines and forbids, the deal simply allowed Netflix to cut out the middlemen and directly connect to Comcast’s network. Comcast clarified that the “deal does not give preferential treatment to Netflix’s videos” and likened it to many preexisting arrangements “for the routing of Web traffic.”

This deal is notable for its effect on the app-based future of TV, and is also relevant for some of the newly promulgated rules in the 2015 Order. As discussed above, the 2015 Order’s prohibition of paid prioritization is not implicated because these deals do not create fast lanes. They do achieve similar ends, which leads some net neutrality proponents to argue that “it’s hard to see a practical difference between this deal and the kind of tiered access that network neutrality advocates have long feared.” These deals are different because they successfully bring faster speeds to consumers by cutting out a middle man, possibly saving money for all parties except the backbone provider. The 2015 Order does directly address these deals: rather, it provides the FCC with the authority to assess the reasonableness of the deals. With this new authority, the FCC will be able to step in when deals end up hurting consumers, but can still allow ISPs and content creators to develop innovative market solutions that will be beneficial to all involved.

---

85 See supra note 2 and accompanying text.
87 See Kang, supra note 85.
88 Id.
89 See supra Section I.C.
90 See Lee, supra note 29.
91 See supra note 76 and accompanying text.
Verizon and Netflix reached a similar deal several months after the Comcast deal.\textsuperscript{92} The deal followed months of conflict between Verizon andCogent.\textsuperscript{93} Cogent is a backbone provider\textsuperscript{94} which links ISPs like Verizon to clients like Netflix.\textsuperscript{95} Netflix’s massive share of Internet traffic had overwhelmed the links between Cogent and Verizon.\textsuperscript{96} According to Verizon, its original agreement with Cogent was based on the idea that the same amount of traffic would flow in both directions.\textsuperscript{97} That expectation explained the initial lack of payment for the connection by either party.\textsuperscript{98} However, Netflix’s increased traffic disrupted the balance between Cogent and Verizon’s traffic. Verizon sought compensation from Cogent, but Cogent refused.\textsuperscript{99} The existing relationship between Netflix, Cogent, and Verizon was no longer working, and Verizon wanted a market solution to provide its consumers with access to Netflix without the strain that Cogent was putting on it without paying. Essentially, these deals cut out the backbone-provider middlemen, in this case Cogent, and allowed direct connections between service providers and the end users’ ISPs.

2. Telecommunications Mergers

The telecommunications and media industries have long been a breeding ground for horizontal and vertical mergers, both attempted and consummated. This trend began long ago with mergers between movie production companies and movie theaters,\textsuperscript{100} continued with mergers


\textsuperscript{93} Lee, supra note 29.

\textsuperscript{94} For a definition of backbone provider, see supra note 29.

\textsuperscript{95} Lee, supra note 29.

\textsuperscript{96} See Jon Brodkin, Netflix Packets Being Dropped Every Day Because Verizon Wants More Money, ARSTECHNICA (Feb. 21, 2014), http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2014/02/netflix-packets-being-dropped-every-day-because-verizon-wants-more-money/, archived at http://perma.cc/5UPJ-3887 (“Verizon wants to ditch the ‘settlement-free’ peering model and get money from Cogent, arguing that it has to accept far more traffic from Cogent than vice versa because of high-bandwidth applications like Netflix.”).

\textsuperscript{97} Id.

\textsuperscript{98} See id. (“The connections between Cogent and Verizon take the form of peering . . . . Peering generally happens without any money changing hands, particularly if the two companies involved are of similar size and influence.”).

\textsuperscript{99} Id.

\textsuperscript{100} See, e.g., United States v. Paramount Pictures, 334 U.S. 131 (1948) (breaking up vertically integrated motion picture corporations that were engaged in producing films in studios, distributing films, and exhibiting films in movie theaters).
between telephone companies, and then mergers between cable TV and Internet companies, and now, mergers between cable TV–Internet conglomerates and content creators as well as between cable TV–Internet conglomerates.

One illustrative and famous example is the merger between AOL and Time Warner. At the time of the merger, AOL was "the world’s dominant ISP," while Time Warner held "the distribution channels, media, and entertainment brands." At the time, commentators predicted it would be the end of the Internet. However, despite expectations, by 2009, Time Warner realized that the merger’s expected benefits had never come to fruition and split off AOL.

More recently, cable TV and Internet company Comcast merged with content creator NBCUniversal, which owned TV networks such as NBC and its sister channels MSNBC and CNBC and film production through

---

101 See, e.g., FCC OKs Cingular, AT&T Wireless Merger, 12 Andrews Antitrust Litig., Rep., Nov. 24, 2004, at 11, available at 2004 WL 2674733 (describing the approval by both the FCC and DOJ of the merger between Cingular, a mobile telephone company, and AT&T Wireless, the mobile telephone arm of the AT&T).

102 Most companies that currently supply both cable television and Internet services were created through internal development, but some companies provide similar bundled packages through joint ventures. See, e.g., High Speed Internet & DIRECTV Deals, verizon, http://www.verizon.com/home/directv/ (last accessed Apr. 4, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/WWN4-FG2T (offering consumers the option to purchase Verizon Internet access and DirecTV).

103 See, e.g., Feds Approve Comcast, NBC Universal Merger, 28 Westlaw J. Computer & Internet, Feb. 16, 2011, at 8, 8, available at 2011 WL 529021 (describing the approval by the FCC and the DOJ of a merger between Comcast and NBCUniversal).


Universal Studios.\textsuperscript{108} Despite opposition from those concerned that the deal would lead to anticompetitive behavior, the FCC and the Department of Justice (DOJ) approved the merger.\textsuperscript{109} To gain approval, however, Comcast agreed not to “unreasonably discriminat[e] in the transmission of an online video distributor’s lawful network traffic to a Comcast broadband customer.”\textsuperscript{110} Thus, antitrust regulators have already shaped the development of net neutrality by binding Comcast to the tenets of the original 2010 Open Internet Order despite \textit{Verizon v. FCC}.\textsuperscript{111}

B. Economic Analysis

There are several ways in which imposing net neutrality could harm consumers in an app-based TV future. This Case Note will not, and regulators should not, attempt to answer this question definitively. Rather, regulators should allow companies to attempt to find private solutions unless and until the need for regulation becomes absolutely clear.

That broadband capacity is not infinite is key to understanding this analysis. When Netflix viewers consume thirty-two percent of available bandwidth, they affect all the other Internet users. Before Netflix's immense popularity, Cogent, a backbone provider, negotiated with ISPs to connect Cogent’s clients, the content creators and service providers, to consumers.\textsuperscript{112} The original relationship was symmetrical—traffic was expected to move in equal amounts from Cogent to the ISPs and vice versa.\textsuperscript{113} However, as congestion in the existing arrangements grew, Netflix sought an alternative solution.\textsuperscript{114}

Comcast and Netflix reached a deal to resolve this problem in which Netflix paid Comcast to peer directly.\textsuperscript{115} Netflix reached a similar deal with Verizon soon after.\textsuperscript{116} Thus the market answered the question of who should

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{109} Feds Approve Comcast, NBC Universal Merger, supra note 103.
\textsuperscript{110} \textit{Id.} (internal quotation marks and citations omitted).
\textsuperscript{111} See Knutson, supra note 29.
\textsuperscript{112} See Lee, supra note 29.
\textsuperscript{113} See supra notes 92-98 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{114} Shalini Ramachandran, Netflix to Pay Comcast for Smoother Streaming; Deal Ends Standoff, Might Serve as Precedent for Relations with Other Broadband Suppliers, WALL ST. J. (Feb. 23, 2014), http://online.wsj.com/news/article_email/SB10001424052702304834740579401079892044790-lMyQjAxMTA4MDwMzEyNDMyWj, archived at http://perma.cc/XWR4-P4XR.
\textsuperscript{115} See Lee, supra note 29.
\textsuperscript{116} See Gustin, supra note 92.
\end{flushright}
pay for the connections. Regulators should at least allow testing of market
solutions. If regulators enter the fray, both sides will engage in rent-seeking
and lobby for a more profitable regulatory scheme. Instead, regulators
should allow Netflix, Comcast, Cogent, Verizon, and others to negotiate
solutions that provide the best viewing experiences.

In the current market and the predicted app-based future of TV, con-
sumers want a better experience, and ISPs and Netflix can profit from
providing a better experience. While the FCC and other net neutrality
proponents are concerned that Comcast will seek to degrade Netflix to
promote its own linear TV programming, Comcast actually has the
opposite incentives. If Verizon, or another competitor, suddenly had a
much better quality of Netflix viewing, Comcast could lose its broadband
customers. As more consumers move toward “cord cutting,” Comcast’s
best hope of keeping customers may be providing a sufficiently good
broadband experience. These incentives could force Comcast to prioritize
maintaining quality broadband over hurting its online TV competitors.
Considering that there is already evidence that 10% of the traditional linear
TV audience leave for online video streaming each year, these pressures will
be strong. These economic incentives can be weighed on an individual
basis by the companies, rather than decided en masse by regulators.

While the underlying problem is too little bandwidth, simply expanding
bandwidth is not a perfect solution. Expanding bandwidth to an extent that
would perfectly match the demand of consumers, especially consumers of
app TV, “presumes that network providers are able to anticipate how much
additional bandwidth will be needed and precisely where it will be needed.
The reality is that some degree of misestimation is inevitable.”

117 Cf. Joint Brief for Verizon and MetroPCS, supra note 58 and accompanying text.
118 This argument relies on the existence of competing ISPs. According to a report published
by the FCC, even at the highest Internet speeds, sixty-five percent of geographic areas have three
or more providers, and another twenty-nine percent have two providers. See WIRELINE
COMPETITION BUREAU, INTERNET ACCESS SERVICES: STATUS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2013
329973As.pdf.
119 For a discussion of “cord-cutting,” see Shalini Ramachandran, Evidence Grows on TV
260457757490875/60574, archived at http://perma.cc/CPKv7BDg (noting a decline in pay-TV subscribers).
120 Mike Vago, TV Audiences Are Steadily Shrinking, and It’s All the Internet’s Fault, A.V. CLUB
(Mar. 12, 2015), http://www.avclub.com/article/tv-audiences-are-steadily-shrinking-and-its-all-in-
216463, archived at http://perma.cc/uULS-SU5G.
121 Yoo, supra note 6, at 230.
may well be incapable of forcing ISPs to carry Netflix videos at the level of quality that consumers desire without any kind of market solution.

It is also unclear that net neutrality helps Netflix consumers. The general narrative around net neutrality suggests that by prohibiting ISPs from blocking and degrading Netflix, Netflix content will be transmitted as quickly as all other content without consumers having to pay anything extra. There are two flaws in this argument. First, Netflix consumers are already paying ISPs for faster Netflix speeds through their consumer-tiered ISP subscription costs. Second, if all ISPs’ networks, unable to preserve a separate “fast-lane” for streaming, become weighted down with Netflix traffic resulting in overall slower service, Netflix subscribers would end up with the same bad service that net neutrality proponents were hoping to prevent. If these issues affected all ISPs, then consumers would have no better alternatives. If consumers cannot watch Netflix with the quality they desire, they may not demand the app-based TV future. Without a good Netflix experience now, consumers may not see TV apps as a viable alternative to traditional TV. Thus, net neutrality may slow progress toward the app-based TV future.

While we should be concerned about Netflix customers, we should also pay attention to the broader effects on Internet consumers. If Netflix pays Comcast for a better connection, as has happened, Comcast has more money. Comcast could use the additional funds to benefit all of its customers by upgrading its infrastructure and improving connections to all service providers, including Netflix. Alternatively, Comcast could use the proceeds to lower prices, and attract customers away from its competitors. Comcast would in fact be incentivized to do so to compete in the app-based TV

---


124 At first, this may seem like a favorable outcome for a pay-TV provider such as Comcast, because Comcast’s cable TV competes with online streaming TV. However, the fact that Comcast has nonetheless sought out agreements with Netflix to provide Netflix users with faster service suggests that Comcast may recognize the inevitability of streaming TV. Regulators must still be careful to properly monitor the market so that this reality is achieved and the regulatory scheme supports the best experience for customers.
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future. Both of these are procompetitive results that might not arise under core net neutrality principles.

While much of this Case Note has focused on the increased popularity of TV apps or Netflix, the varied needs for bandwidth among consumers are also a factor. Some consumers may use their Internet like TV, but others will use their Internet exclusively for lower-bandwidth purposes such as email. Customers who only want email-level Internet speeds should be able to pay a lower rate, and those who want faster Internet speeds for TV apps should be able to pay for better service. Significant consumer-tiering based on speeds already exists.\textsuperscript{125} However, without net neutrality impediments, ISPs and content services might create even better solutions for different Internet experiences for different consumers. By preventing content creators from being able to pay ISPs for fast lanes, consumers who demand faster streaming TV service must pay their ISP for faster speeds, rather than the content creator paying for faster speeds. This is an inefficient solution, as consumers would probably prefer to only pay for increased speed of those Internet services that are improved by faster speeds, and not pay extra for faster email.\textsuperscript{126} This result “will cost consumers more than if only the providers whose products depend on fast delivery had paid extra and passed those costs on to customers.”\textsuperscript{127} Under net neutrality, all consumers are forced into a one-size-fits-all Internet that best serves no one.

These distortions to the incentives to innovate demonstrate why the anti-discrimination provision of the FCC’s net neutrality proposals is concerning. Watching Netflix and reading an email have very different network effects. Not only does Netflix take up much more bandwidth, but with streaming video, delays have a much greater effect on the viewing experience.\textsuperscript{128} Under the 2015 Order, fast lanes are outright prohibited and

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{125} See Kang, supra note 12 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{127} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{128} See Wu & Yoo, supra note 9, at 576 (statement of Christopher S. Yoo) (“Simply put, deviations from network neutrality may represent nothing more than network owners’ attempts to satisfy the increasingly intense and heterogeneous demands imposed by end-users. The early Internet was dominated by applications such as email and Web browsing, in which delays of half a second were virtually unnoticeable. These are being replaced by newer applications, such as Internet telephony and streaming video, in which such delays can be catastrophic. One obvious solution would be to give a higher priority to traffic associated with time-sensitive applications. Unfortunately, this is precisely the type of discrimination between applications that network neutrality would condemn.”).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
paid peering deals will be scrutinized, which could result in such agreements being terminated by the FCC. Overall, consumers as a group would be left footing the bill for the expensive habits of Netflix subscribers, which may slow or stop the progress toward greater use of TV apps.

While Netflix and similar companies were originally the face of net neutrality,129 small, start-up grassroots content creators will be more relevant to its future.130 Instead of pursuing net neutrality, the FCC should allow the market to function and see whether or not these smaller content creators are able to compete, and what kinds of market innovations are created. If there is anticompetitive behavior by ISPs or larger content creators, then the FCC may hear complaints and address this behavior.

We cannot predict innovation. When considering whether and how to implement net neutrality, regulators should keep basic market economics in mind. Most markets are “regulated” by the free market forces of competition and consumer choice alone. As long as there is free entry into the ISP market, when ISP providers achieve supernormal profits, competitors will enter, and those entrants will drive down the profits and provide alternatives to the ISP incumbents. Some will argue that the broadband market does not have free entry because of the extreme upfront fixed costs of building a network. Incumbents incurred those fixed costs long ago, so they could theoretically keep out any new entrants by pushing down their prices until the new entrant could not reap any profits.

However, there are new entrants to the ISP market. Google Fiber and AT&T have both been building their high-speed fiberoptic networks.131 This has increased competition: in cities where Google has built a high-speed fiber optics service, other competitors have either entered the market or improved their services to compete at Google Fiber’s level.132 There are

also smaller boutique providers that are beginning to enter the ISP market.\textsuperscript{133} If the profits in the broadband market are as high as regulators expect, new entrants will find a way into the market or the threat of new entrants will keep prices down.

III. WHAT REGULATORS SHOULD DO

This Case Note proposes a shift to ex post market regulation by keeping the FCC anti-blocking rule and reshaping the rules for anti-throttling and paid prioritization. The fear in this market is that the incentives to hurt broadband consumers will outweigh the incentives to benefit them. If the FCC allows market participants to find valuable offerings for consumers, regulators can limit any of these solutions that may be anticompetitive after they are made. Regulators will have ample information to bring enforcement actions with the transparency rule that still in place.

In regulating ex post, regulators could borrow from antitrust law’s rule of reason analysis,\textsuperscript{134} which requires evidence of “substantial consumer harm” to demonstrate anticompetitive effects.\textsuperscript{135} In fact, the FCC should adopt the guiding principle it had previously disclaimed in the last iteration of the Open Internet Order—to focus on “only ‘anticompetitive’ discrimination yielding ‘substantial consumer harm.’”\textsuperscript{136} This would be a much less intrusive solution that should still protect consumers in the broadband marketplace.

The FCC has already demonstrated a willingness to use such an ex post approach when dealing with ISPs. The 2015 Order’s grant of authority to monitor interconnection agreements between ISPs and content creators is the ideal model for FCC regulation of future innovative solutions in the broadband market. Under this rule, consumers and competitors can raise concerns of unreasonable agreements to the FCC and the FCC can intervene, but there is no ex ante regulation of such agreements.\textsuperscript{137} Such a rule allows the FCC to step in and break up an agreement that is harmful to


\textsuperscript{134} Under rule of reason analysis, the FTC or DOJ must show that the action in question has “the potential for anticompetitive effects” by showing “[m]arket power and the anticompetitive nature of the restraint.” Realcomp II, Ltd. v. FTC, 635 F.3d 815, 827 (6th Cir. 2011). Then, the burden shifts to the defendant corporation to show “procompetitive justifications.” \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{135} \textit{Id.} at 832.

\textsuperscript{136} \textit{See supra} note 33 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{137} \textit{See supra} note 76.
consumers but allows market actors to find innovative arrangements that benefit consumers.

Comcast and Netflix found a marketplace solution to the Netflix quality issues. While this solution relied on interconnection rather than access-tiering, paid prioritization, including access-tiering, should be left on the table as a possible solution to benefit end users. However, all such arrangements should be subject to the transparency provisions of the FCC’s Open Internet Order to enable ex post regulation of contractual relationships between ISPs and content creators that result in harm to consumers rather than benefitting them.

The FCC should also promulgate a rule to reconfigure the anti-throttling and anti-access-tiering rules from the 2015 Order. These rules seek to prevent lower quality service for content creators who cannot pay or the prioritization of ISPs’ own content. However, because of differences in bandwidth usage by service providers and end users, the market overall and consumers who do not use these bandwidth-hogging services may benefit from requirements that certain services pay for their content to move faster. The FCC could draft a more nuanced rule: rather than a strict prohibition on tiering or prioritization, the FCC could prohibit dramatic tiering or prioritization. Service providers could be allowed to pay for limited faster speeds for their content. For example, Netflix could pay Comcast for fast lanes, but the fast lanes would be limited by the rules to a 10% speed increase. This alternative maintains incentives for an ISP such as Comcast to innovate to earn additional payments from content providers such as Netflix, but will also increase the average overall speed.

Thus, anti-blocking provisions should only be enforced by antitrust law. Of course, this anti-blocking concern will be amplified further by increased incentives to merge. A merger between Netflix and Comcast, for example, would allow consumers to benefit by removing any added expense created by access-tiering. But, antitrust law should address these vertical merger cases, as the FCC did by applying additional requirements to the Comcast and NBCUniversal merger.

The free market would handle the rest. Content services like Netflix could continue to make deals with ISPs to improve quality when needed.

---

138 See supra subsection II.A.1.
139 The analysis could be similar to that used in antitrust. If an agreement results in unreasonably higher prices that do not match the increased quality for consumers, or results in consumers not being able to access smaller content creators with adequate quality, then regulators should step in to address these consumer harms.
140 See supra notes 110-110 and accompanying text.
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which would also lessen the costs felt by non-Netflix customers. If an ISP refused to reach a reasonable agreement, the transparency rules would inform consumers of any blocking or discrimination and allow them to switch to an ISP where they could have a better viewing experience. Any remaining incentives for anticompetitive action could be limited by antitrust regulators stepping in if ISPs colluded or merged with content creators, or by new entrants to the broadband market like Google Fiber.

This web of regulations should provide the protection that consumers need while still allowing for innovation in the broadband market. When ISPs can contract with video streaming apps like Netflix, consumers will receive higher quality streaming video and ISPs will continue to innovate and raise overall speeds. At the same time, with a transparency rule in place that mandates disclosure of such agreements, consumers will know exactly what they are paying for, and competitors will compete to offer better deals to consumers, thus assuaging concerns over inflated prices.

There have been two recent procompetitive developments that demonstrate how market forces and antitrust regulations can benefit consumers without net neutrality regulation. First, Verizon announced a new, slimmed-down TV bundle for its customers. 141 The package includes fewer channels in the base plan, allows for more customization, and starts at only $55, which is much cheaper existing cable plans. 142 Although this move may not win back consumers who have already cut the cord, it signals that major TV and cable providers are responding to market pressure for smaller and cheaper TV packages. 143 Second, Comcast announced that it was abandoning plans to merge with Time Warner Cable after the FCC and the DOJ indicated their intent to resist the deal. 144 This is a positive step for those who believe that consumers benefit from having a greater number of ISPs, and was achieved without direct net neutrality regulation.

142 Id.
143 Other competitors, such as Dish Network (a satellite TV and internet provider) have offered similar packages, but Verizon is the first of the biggest cable providers to announce such a package. Id.
This approach is best suited to achieving the most beneficial version of the app-based future of TV. Existing economic incentives are already moving the market towards this future—no drastic regulations are necessary to achieve it. There are many market forces pushing ISPs to innovate solutions for better viewing experiences for their consumers. Regulators should only step in when and where negative incentives actually create harmful effects. Otherwise, they risk harming the very consumers they are trying to help.

CONCLUSION

The future of TV looks like it will be app-based—if we have the right kinds of regulations to get us there. Strict net neutrality, contrary to the beliefs of its proponents, could actually prevent the future of app-based TV.

Instead of strict net neutrality, a more “neutral” form of net neutrality would allow ISPs and TV app creators to freely make deals that ultimately benefit consumers. These deals would improve the quality of streaming video services, either through paid prioritization or through interconnection, like the recent Netflix–Comcast deal. Consumers who want to watch all of their TV over the Internet will enjoy these benefits in the form of higher quality connections, and those consumers who do not will enjoy lower prices for broadband or less bandwidth pressure from Internet–TV viewers. These mutually beneficial deals will be further promoted by a transparency rule that allows the FCC to uncover any anti-consumer abuse, and antitrust regulators who can impose anti-blocking rules on vertically merging companies that might harm consumers. With appropriate regulations, we can make the broadband marketplace safe for the app-based future of TV.